Supplementary Methods
Except for where specifically specified otherwise, all data processing was carried out using custom-written python scripts. The dm3/BDGP assembly, release 5 version of the Drosophila melanogaster genome was used.
ChIP-seq data processing
Sequencing reads (36bp in data from Huang et al. 2013 ; paired 75bp reads in data from Muerdter et al. 2013 , also analyzed as single-end reads trimmed down to 36bp length, with essentially identical results; mixed read lengths trimmed down to 36bp in modEN-CODE data) were mapped against the genome using Bowtie 0.12.7 (Langmead et al., 2009 ) with the following settings: ''-v 2 -k 2 -m 1 --best --strata'' for unique 36bp alignments, ''-v 3 -k 2 -m 1 --best --strata'' for unique 2x75bp alignments, and ''-v 0 -a --best --strata'' for alignments in which multireads were retained. The -X 1000 option was applied and only concordant read pairs were retained for 2x75bp H3K9me3 data. Three different types of signal tracks were then generated.
Unique tracks retaining uniquely mapping reads
only, normalized to RPMs (Reads Per Million mapped reads) according to the following formula:
(1)
Where S c,i is the signal score for position i on chromosome c, |R| is the total number of mapped reads, and |R c,i | is the number of reads covering position i on chromosome c.
2. Tracks normalized for read multiplicity based on all alignable reads, where the normalization to RPMs is carried out as follows:
Where N H R is the number of locations in the genome a read maps to.
3. Tracks generated using all alignments without normalization for multiplicity, i.e. treating each individual alignment A as if it is a uniquely mappable read:
Reproduction of the processing pipeline used by Huang et al. 2013
Huang et al. 2013 used the following pipeline to process their data (described in Yin et al. 2011):
1. Identical sequencing reads were merged into single sequences. Of note, this was done before alignment and apparently (contrary to established practices and submission guidelines for high-throughput sequencing data) the collapsed rather than the raw reads were submitted to the Short Read Archive.
2. The collapsed reads were mapped to the genome using SOAP. An extremely loose recursive alignment policy was applied, allowing for up to 5 mismatches and 4 indels for the 36bp reads used.
3. SOAP results were filtered by imposing the following requirement on alignments:
where |A| is the length of the alignment, |M M | is the number of mismatches and |ID| is the number of indels. 6. The same steps were carried out for both ChIP and input 7. Next, a "critical values" was calculated, "beyond which the corresponding bin numbers in an experimental dataset are always more than those in the control dataset, was determined for each experimental/control dataset pair" (Fig. S2) 8. A "normalizer" score was calculated as the mean score for the bins whose values are lower than the critical value in the whole genome: A normalizer was further determined for each experimental/control dataset pair in a way that the correlation coefficient between these two datasets for values lower than the critical value are maximized when the scores of the experimental dataset are multiplied by this normalizer."
9. The score of each ChIP sample was normalized by the ratio of the mean score background and ChIP in the bins that are lower than the critical value.
10. The ChIP score was further normalized by subtracting the background; however, negative values were given a score of 0:
11. Final score (S F ) profiles were calculated as:
Where T M is the trimmed mean.
The bin scores at each step of the pipeline for the region presented in Fig. 1A are shown in Fig. S2 .
Analysis of RepeatMasker-annotated repeat element coverage
The RepeatMasker repeat element annotation downloaded from UCSC (Kent et al. 2002) was used for all repeat analysis. An RPM score was calculated for each repeat using the following formula:
Analysis of consensus-sequence repeat element coverage Langmead et al., 2009 ) with the following settings: ''-v 3 -a --best --strata'', i.e. allowing for up to 3 mismatches, and unlimited number of locations a read can map to. Read counts were calculated for each repetitive element and normalized to RPM against the total number of reads (|R ∈ G|) aligning to the whole genome (with unlimited number of locations a read can map to) as follows:
where RE c refers to the consensus repetitive element. For the H3K9me3 dataset from Muerdter et al. 2013, 1x36bp reads were used in these analyses.
